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What is affect in text?
Identifying different points of view, identifying different emotive 
dimensions, and classifying text by opinion. 

Why study affect in text?
Analysing affect in text means automatic identification and classification. 

Allows us to add structure to unstructured text. 

Allows us to deal with a larger volume of data. 

This is a hard problem. Humans infer emotions, generally through a 
combination of several factors. In text a lot of these factors are missing and 
even humans don’t always get this right.

A warning...



Where extracted affect used:

• Subjective / objective text identification 
• Assisting in information retrieval 
• Question answering 
• Citation analysis / suggestion 

• Sentiment analysis / opinion mining  
• Politics (public opinion, vote prediction) 
• Brand analysis (twitter complaints, customer reviews, ad location) 
• Medical analysis (depression, relationships) 

• Emotion analysis 
• Affective state and learning



General Overview

Types of affect we may want to analyse: 

1) Subjectivity 
2) Opinion  
3) Emotion



1) Subjectivity

Subjective or Objective: Classifying if something 
is a fact or not.  
Objective: Sometimes the sun shines in 
Edinburgh 
Subjective: I like that the sun shines in Edinburgh 

Objective sentences can imply opinion 
It has rained in Edinburgh for the past 17 days. 



2) Opinion
Opinion: Classing text as positive or negative, adding 
a value to that class. 
Positive:  

I like the weather in Edinburgh 
Very positive:  

I really like the sun shining in Edinburgh 
Negative: 

I don’t like the winter weather in Edinburgh 
Very negative:  

I hate the constant freezing cold wind that blows 
through Edinburgh



2) Opinion - Complexities
Sometime what people mean isn’t that straight forward: 

Different types of opinion: 

Explicit - Cats are really nice. 

Implicit – Cats don’t need as much walking as dogs. 

Comparative – Cats are much nicer than dogs. 

Sarcasm or irony – A cutting expression or remark, often expressing a 
contrasting opinion to their own or what is expected. 

I really like the rain.



3) Emotion

Emotion: People’s subjective feelings and 
thoughts. 

Classifying text with emotional categories 
such as love, joy, surprise, anger, sadness, 
and fear. 

I am happy that the sun is shining today.



2. Levels of text we might analyse

● Document Level 

● Sentence Level 

● Entity Level



Levels of Analysis – Document Level
Discover the overall opinion within a document 
or a general overview of many documents. 

● Widely studied problem, especially in reviews  
● You know the entity so the task is to 
identifying sentiment 

● Many reviews come with an overall rating / 
number of stars



Levels of Analysis – Document Level



Levels of Analysis – Document Level



Levels of Analysis – Document Level
Pang, et al (2002) 
Looked at positive and negative movie reviews from 

IMDB. 
Use the number of stars as and indicator of positivity / 

negativity 
Supervised machine learning techniques to learn 

positive and negative models (neutral removed). 
Features: unigrams, bigrams, POS, adjectives 
Results: ~80% success rate, unigrams difficult to beat



Levels of Analysis – Document Level

Thwarted Expectation 

I hate the Spice Girls. [3 things the author hates about them]. Why I saw 
this movie is a really, really, really long story, but I did, and one would 
think I'd despise every minute of it. But... Okay, I'm really ashamed of it, 
but I enjoyed it. I mean, I admit it's a really awful movie ...the ninth door 
of hell...The plot is such a mess that it's terrible. But I loved it. 

(Pang, et al 2002)



Levels of Analysis – Sentence Level
● Simple sentences are easy: 

I hate the Spice Girls. 

I enjoyed the movie. 

This has to be one of the the worst hotels I have ever stayed in and 
cannot believe that it has a 4 star rating as 2 star would be more 
appropriate. 

● Identify the noun in the sentence. (Part Of Speech (POS) tagging) 
● Look up the other words in a Sentiment Lexicon or train a classifier to 

differentiate between positive and negative (and neutral)  
● Apply a sentiment score for the sentence 
● Many commercial companies do sentiment analysis only slightly beyond  

this level.



Sentiment lexicon
Sentiment Lexicon: Dictionary of opinion words 
How to build a sentiment lexicon: 

• Collect words (dictionaries, literary and newspaper texts) 
• Identify semantic concepts 
• Extract affective dimensions from each word 

Issues: 

• The sets of words extracted extend beyond just sentiment of words 
For example: The word anger refers to an emotion, animosity to a mood, and 
confusion to a cognitive state 

• There are different senses of the same word.  

For example, the word surprise may refer to a feeling “the astonishment you feel 
when something totally unexpected happens to you”, to an event “a sudden 
unexpected event”, or to an action “the act of surprising someone”.
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Example Lexicon – LIWC 
URL: http://www.liwc.net/tryonline.php 

Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count was created to analyse groups of words 
group of words from basic emotional and cognitive dimensions. 

1) Word Collection and semantic identification - Words were collected from 
each category PANAS, Roget's Thesaurus, and standard English dictionaries.  

2) Rating - They then used judges to evaluate if the words were assigned 
correctly. 

4,500 words in 76 categories 

(http://sentiment.christopherpotts.net/lexicons.html)

http://www.liwc.net/tryonline.php
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Example Lexicon - WordNet-Affect
URL: http://wndomains.fbk.eu/wnaffect.html 

1) Word Collection and identification of semantic concepts 

2) Rating: Core terms manually annotated with affective dimensions. 
Then this was propagated through the relevant WordNet synsets. 

http://wordnet.princeton.edu/ 

(Strapparava and Valitutti 2004) 
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Example Lexicon - SentiWordNet
URL: http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/ 

1) Word Collection: Extends worknet synsets by assigning how positive, 
negative or objective a term is.  

2) Rating: Semi Supervised Machine Learning: Built using multiple 
classifiers which are trained on different training sets. The score is 
defined as a proportion of how many classifiers define that term within a 
certain class. 

(Esuli and Sebastiani 2006)
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Example - Classifiers
Subjectivity classifier 

Adjectives (preposterous), verbs, and certain phrases (dealt a blow) are 
statistically associated with subjective language. 

(1) Classifiers learn to identify subjective and objective sentences 

(2) These sentences are then used as training set to automatically learn 
extraction patterns associated with subjectivity 

(3) Bootstrapping – sentences extracted in (2) are used to expand the 
training set 

(Riloff and Wiebe 2003)
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Classifier or Lexicon?
Lexicons: 

Lexicons are expensive and time consuming to produce 

Not all lexicons are the same 

They don’t cover multiple languages 

Machine Learning: 

Generally require training data 

Only covers the data that you have 

They are hard to interpret and extend 

Can use a combination of both



Level of Analysis - Entity Level
Opinion (entity, aspect, sentiment, opinion holder, time) 

At the moment, artemisinin-based therapies are considered the best 
treatment, but cost about $10 per dose - far too much for impoverished 
communities.  

— Seattle Times (Feb 16, 2012)



Entity Level
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— Seattle Times (Feb 16, 2012)
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Example - Entity Level Sentiment Analysis
Popescu and Etzioni 2007  

• Identify product features 

• Identify opinions of those product features 

• Determine polarity 

• Rank opinions based on strength 

Constraints: 

a) conjunctions and disjunctions in the review text (and, but, or, yet) 

b) rule templates 

c) automatically derived morphological relationships (wonderful and 
wonderfully) 

d) Use WordNet synonymy, antonymy, IS-A and morphological relationships 
between words
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Example - Emotional Analysis in Learning
Studies have found that students learn well when they experience some 

confusion. 

Students learn less well when they experience boredom 

AutoTutor and Intelligent Tutoring System has pedagogical strategies to 
deal with students affective state and improve learning.  

Used Supervised Learning on textual interaction between Autotutor and 
students. 

(D’Mello et al 2007)
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Example - Sentiment Analysis in Social Media

High volume 

Lack of context 

Text specificities of medium:  

 acronyms        

 initialisms        

 emoticons        

 slang        

Short segments of text 

Straight to the point
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Social Media Example -Vader
Hutto and Gilbert 2014 

Uses a lexicon from the domain to create word lists which are specific to 
this social media text 

Performs nearly as well as humans  

1) Word collection and sentiment orientation from lexicons (integrating 
various lexicon and add in social media specific information) 

2) Rating - Develop rules to identify intensity using patterns learned from 
human rating from Mechanical Turk
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Identify whole text factors by asking annotators to rate whole tweets come up with 5 rules: 

1. Punctuation, namely the exclamation point (!), increases the magnitude of the intensity without 
modifying the semantic orientation. 

  The food here is good!!!         

2. Capitalization, specifically using ALL-CAPS to emphasize a sentiment-relevant word in the 
presence of other non-capitalized words, increases the magnitude of the sentiment intensity without 
affecting the semantic orientation. 

  The food here is GREAT!         

3. Degree modifiers (also called intensifiers, booster words, or degree adverbs) impact sentiment 
intensity by either increasing or decreasing the intensity. 

  The service here is extremely good         

4. The contrastive conjunction “but” signals a shift in sentiment polarity, with the sentiment of the text 
following the conjunction being dominant. 

  The food here is great, but the service is horrible         

5. By examining the tri-gram preceding a sentiment-laden lexical feature, we catch nearly 90% of 
cases where negation flips the polarity of the text. 

 The food here isn’t really all that great.  

(Hutto and Gilbert 2014)

Social Media Example -Vader
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Social Media Example UK Connections
March:
#putin in the running to win nobel peace prize http://t.co/kce3geonly #lgbti

obama and putin: liars poker and the dangers of war obama has certainly lied about the ukraine crisis.

June:
Putin supports Ukraine peace plan: Russian President Vladimir Putin has said he supports a peace plan tabled b... http://t.co/nvFvaAnU1C

RT @EastOfBrussels: #Russia terrorists threaten to murder 100s of miners in #Ukraine if they don't support #Putin http://t.co/HQ2X4kP15e 
#g…

July:
@rndrive just so pleased we have 2 such trustworthy & reliable chaps as putin & abbott *on* this situation great comfort.

stupid ass murderer of his own people & piece of shit dictator #putin & his backwards ass country #russia is guilty of murder ! fuck #russia

http://t.co/nvFvaAnU1C
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Social Media Example -UK Connections
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Social Media Example -UKConnections

pipes/drums/queen

home nations

dogs

baton
r
o
d
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